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Teen Educator
Program

2021 - 2022 Program Year Summary
The PATCH Program has an online data sharing process to gather information from each of its licensed PATCH Sites. This Impact
Report is a descriptive summary of what was submitted between July 1, 2021 and June 30, 2022.
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PATCH Teen Educator Programs
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PATCH

for Hope Buffalo
Green Bay (1st Year)
La Crosse
Madison
Milwaukee (1st Year Re-Launch)
Wausau
WoCo (1st Year)

PATCH made me more aware of
the things around me and how
to advocate for myself.

Trained & Certified
PATCH Teen Educators

- PATCH Teen Educator

PATCH for Providers Workshops

Provider Workshop Participants

PATCH for Teens:
Peer-to-Peer Workshops
Teen Workshop Participants
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PATCH Teen Educators’ Self-Reported Outcomes
Completely Agree

Kind of Agree

Kind of Disagree

Completely Disagree

At PATCH...
I had a safe space to learn and grow. (91%)
I enjoyed my time. (95%)
I felt comfortable going to adults for advice. (78%)

Because of my involvement in PATCH...
I feel informed about the topics important to my daily life. (83%)
I am confident in my ability to talk about personal health topics with others. (79%)
I am a trusted resource to my peers. (66%)
I learned I had a lot in common with people from different backgrounds. (81%)
I became friends with someone of a different gender. (83%)
I became friends with someone from a different social class (someone richer or poorer). (71%)
I got to know someone from a different ethnic group. (85%)
I gained the skills to stand up for something I believed was morally right. (84%)
I have spoken up for someone who has been treated unfairly. (68%)
I grew as an advocate. (88%)
I feel more connected to other supportive adults in my community. (74%)
I have a stronger connection to my community. (65%)
I gained a broader view of the world beyond my community. (88%)
I tried doing new things. (67%)
I did things I don’t get to do anywhere else. (93%)
I started thinking about who I am. (78%)
I was able to make a difference. (72%)
I feel I am ready for the next phase of my life. (57%)

Because of my involvement in PATCH...
I have a better understanding of what is expected in a workplace. (72%)
I know how to ask for support from a supervisor. (84%)
I know how to ask for support from fellow coworkers. (78%)
I learned to work with others as a team. (88%)
I learned that it is not necessary to like people in order to work with them. (69%)
I learned to be patient with my fellow coworkers. (81%)
I learned how my emotions and attitude affect others in a group. (71%)
I am better at presenting information to a group. (77%)
I am better at telling others my ideas and feelings. (80%)
I am better at giving feedback. (64%)
I am better at taking feedback. (78%)
I know what I want to do for a career. (44%)
I have talked to an adult who works in a job I would like to have. (35%)
PATCH opened up job or career opportunities for me. (72%)

100%

Teen Educators rated PATCH 4.83/5

97%

At the END of the program year, Teen Educators self-identified as:
• AGE: 15 or younger (7%), 16 (33%), 17 (31%), 18 or older (29%)
• RACE/ETHNICITY: Black/African American (10%), Hispanic/Latinx (10%),

believe that PATCH has
been a positive turning
point in their life

believe PATCH has
opened up job or career
opportunities for them

White/Caucasian (45%), Multi-Racial (26%), Other Identities (9%)

• GENDER: Female (71%), Male (14%), Other Identities (14%)
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PATCH for Providers Workshops
Percentage of workshop participants who self-reported “high” or “very high”...
Before Workshop

After Workshop

My understanding of how to best communicate
with teens about their health
My understanding of teen preferences,
concerns, and realities in health care settings

20%
91%
19%
91%
29%

My confidence in being able to build more trusting
relationships with teens in health care settings

88%

My confidence in being able to have open and honest
conversations with teens about more personal or “sensitive” topics

31%

My confidence in being able to discuss, establish,
and protect a teen’s right to confidentiality

29%

85%
85%
25%

My confidence in being able to ensure time
alone with a teen during health care visits

86%
29%

My confidence in being able to educate, engage, and
empower teens to be active participants in their health care

87%
24%

My confidence in being able to provide care that addresses
the diverse needs, preferences, and concerns of teens

81%
47%

My willingness to be a champion for youth-friendly
health care services among the health care team

What else they told us...

After the PATCH
workshop, I am more
age
cognizant of the langu
g
tin
I use when communica
and
about sensitive topics
am careful of phrasing
when asking about
sensitive subjects.

91%

said the likelihood that they would change the
way they interact and care for teens because of
the PATCH workshop was “high” or “very high”.

90%

This was a great way to provoke
active thinking and provide examples
and strategies for communication!

Overall rating = 4.58/5
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89%

said the likelihood that they
would utilize the knowledge
and resources gained from
the PATCH workshop in their
practice was “high” or “very high”.
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PATCH for Teens: Peer-to-Peer Workshops
Completely Agree

Kind of Agree

Kind of Disagree

Completely Disagree

Already Knew or Already Do

Because of PATCH, I now KNOW...
The type of relationship I have with my health care provider matters (57%)
Why it is important to be open and honest with health care providers (56%)
Teens have legal health care rights (63%)
I have a personal responsibility to be involved in my health care (59%)
Learning to manage my health care is an important part of becoming an adult (57%)

Because of PATCH, I am MORE CONFIDENT in my ability to...
Talk openly and honestly with health care providers (60%)
Advocate (speak up) for myself in health care settings (65%)
Be involved in my own health care (72%)
Get the health care I need and deserve (76%)

Because of PATCH, I PLAN to...
Talk openly and honestly with health care providers (45%)
Build better relationships with my health care providers (58%)
Advocate (speak up) for my health care rights (59%)
Talk to my parents, guardians, or a trusted adult about health care (41%)
Be more involved in my own health care (56%)
Learn more about how I can manage my own health care (62%)
See a health care provider regularly (41%)

They thought the PATCH Workshop was...

93%
Interesting

91%

95%
Useful

said they
learned a lot
from PATCH

Overall rating = 4.25/5

97% 90%

Easy to Understand

91%

Fun

said they liked
learning from
other teens

The teen speakers rocked!
They were absolutely great at
engagement, asking questions,
and they knew what they were
doing!
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®

Youth Advocacy
Fellowship

2021 - 2022 Program Year Summary
The PATCH Program has an online data sharing process to gather information from each of its licensed PATCH Sites. This Impact
Report is a descriptive summary of what was submitted between July 1, 2021 and June 30, 2022.

Overview
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PATCH Youth Advocacy Fellowships
General Health & Wellness (WI)
Sexual & Reproductive Health (WI)
Social & Emotional Health (WI)
Trained & Certified
PATCH Youth Advocates

PATCH Consulting Sessions

During this program year,
PATCH Youth Advocates...
Increased access to free menstrual products in
the classrooms provided by their schools.
Increased trauma-informed care training for
teachers in school.
Advocated to improve sexual education
curriculum in their schools.
Researched barriers to voting in hopes of
having more diverse elected officials.
Educated staff in their school districts on
LGBTQIA+ inclusivity including pronouns and
other important topics.
Increased representations of artists with
different abilities in school curricula.
AND SO MUCH MORE!!!
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Consulting Sessions
Overall rating = 4.25/5
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PATCH Youth Advocates’ Self-Reported Outcomes
Completely Agree

Kind of Agree

Kind of Disagree

Completely Disagree

At PATCH...
I had a safe space to learn and grow. (100%)
I enjoyed my time. (100%)
I felt comfortable going to adults for advice. (88%)

Because of my involvement in PATCH...
I feel informed about the topics important to my daily life. (76%)
I am confident in my ability to talk about personal health topics with others. (82%)
I am a trusted resource to my peers. (65%)
I learned I had a lot in common with people from different backgrounds. (94%)
I became friends with someone of a different gender. (82%)
I became friends with someone from a different social class (someone richer or poorer). (86%)
I got to know someone from a different ethnic group. (100%)
I gained the skills to stand up for something I believed was morally right. (88%)
I have spoken up for someone who has been treated unfairly. (82%)
I grew as an advocate. (94%)
I feel more connected to other supportive adults in my community. (71%)
I have a stronger connection to my community. (76%)
I gained a broader view of the world beyond my community. (94%)
I tried doing new things. (100%)
I did things I don’t get to do anywhere else. (75%)
I started thinking about who I am. (75%)
I was able to make a difference. (53%)
I feel I am ready for the next phase of my life. (63%)

Because of my involvement in PATCH...
I have a better understanding of what is expected in a workplace. (76%)
I know how to ask for support from a supervisor. (88%)
I know how to ask for support from fellow coworkers. (63%)
I learned to work with others as a team. (71%)
I learned that it is not necessary to like people in order to work with them. (80%)
I learned to be patient with my fellow coworkers. (71%)
I learned how my emotions and attitude affect others in a group. (88%)
I am better at presenting information to a group. (71%)
I am better at telling others my ideas and feelings. (76%)
I am better at giving feedback. (80%)
I am better at taking feedback. (82%)
I know what I want to do for a career. (38%)
I have talked to an adult who works in a job I would like to have. (57%)
PATCH opened up job or career opportunities for me.

94%

Youth Advocates rated PATCH 4.88/5

93%

At the END of the program year, Youth Advocates self-identified as:
• AGE: 14 or younger (6%), 15 (18%), 16 (24%), 17 (24%), 18 or older (29%)
• RACE/ETHNICITY: Asian/Asian American (18%), Black/African American (24%),

believe that PATCH has
been a positive turning
point in their life

believe PATCH has
opened up job or career
opportunities for them

White/Caucasian (29%), Multi-Racial (29%)

• GENDER: Female (59%), Male (18%), Other Identities (24%)
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www.patchprogram.org
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